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Foreword 

5G-ENSURE belongs to the first group of EU-funded projects which collaboratively develop 5G under the 

umbrella of the 5G Infrastructure Public Private Partnership (5G-PPP) in the Horizon 2020 Programme. The 

overall goal of 5G-ENSURE is to deliver strategic impact across technology and business enablement, 

standardisation and vision for a secure, resilient and viable 5G network. The project covers research & 

innovation - from technical solutions (5G security architecture and testbed with 5G security enablers) to 

market validation and stakeholders engagement - spanning various application domains. 

The present document is the manual of the VNF Certification enabler from WP3 Task T3.3 –Trust, and is 

part of deliverable D3.4 of the 5G-ENSURE project. It provides the installation and administration guide, the 

user and programmer guide and the tests to be performed in order to correctly install, configure and 

use/program the enabler. An example deployment use case is also illustrated in order to facilitate 

users’/programmers’ understanding of the provided features/functions. 

 

 

Disclaimer 

The information in this document is provided ‘as is’, and no guarantee or warranty is given that the 

information is fit for any particular purpose. 

The EC flag in this deliverable is owned by the European Commission and the 5G PPP logo is owned by the 

5G PPP initiative. The use of the flag and the 5G PPP logo reflects that 5G-ENSURE receives funding from 

the European Commission, integrated in its 5G PPP initiative. Apart from this, the European Commission or 

the 5G PPP initiative have no responsibility for the content. 

 

Copyright notice 

© 2015-2017 5G-ENSURE Consortium   
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1 Introduction 

The goal of this enabler is to provide, through a lightweight certification process, a Digital Trustworthiness 

Certificate (DTwC) containing trustworthiness information (evidence with metrics values) about the VNF. 

Using this Certificate, the infrastructure owner could decide whether to deploy this VNF into its 

infrastructure by comparing its trustworthy infrastructure requirements against the trustworthy 

information contained in the DTwC of the VNF. The certification process is intended to include testing 

phases, so the certification is not based solely on the claims made by the VNF owner. 

The documentation here provided encompasses the installation and administration guide, the user and 

programmers guide and the unit testing of VNF certification enabler for Release 2 (aka V2.0) as described in 

D3.4 (Technical Roadmap) [1] and specified in D3.5 (Open specifications) [2] . It is the documentation 

accompanying the software release of that enabler (see D3.7 for R2/v2.0 [3]) where features in scope are 

the following: 

The first release will provide different elements coming from OPTET [4]/Fiware [5] projects with their 
adaptation for VNF and 5G environments: 

 Format of the DTwC, 

 Tools for certification workflow, (HMI and a preliminary version of the centralized certification 
repository) 

 A certification process 
 

The overall documentation is organized as follows. In Section 2, it is described how to install, configure and 

administrate the and in Section 3, we describe how to use the enabler. In Section 4, we provide the unit 

tests as needed to cover all the features of the enabler. Section 5contains people’s acknowledgments for 

their contributions. Finally, abbreviations and references are listed in Section 6 and Section 7. 

2 Installation and Administration Guide 

The VNF certification Enabler offers a certification workflow for VNF elements. This section covers the 

system requirements, and describes how the enabler is installed and configured. 

2.1 System Requirements 

The VNF Certification enabler consists of two parts: 

- A client element used by the certifier to generate DTwC. This feature is an eclipse plug-in used by 

each certification body to help in the VNF certification process. The feature could be deployed for 

each certification body. 

- A server element used to collect the different certificates produced by the different certification 

bodies. This service offers also an API to retrieve a DTwC for a dedicated VNF  

 

The basic/minimal system requirements for this enabler are that the server and the network components 

should be running Linux, preferably Ubuntu 14 LTS or later (help available at [ref [6]], with a network 

interface. 

For the client installation requirements are  

 1 CPU (i686/x86_64) 
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 4 GB RAM 

 20 GB Hard disk 

 Ethernet network interface 

 Java 8  

 Nmap 

 SSH 

For the server installation requirements are 

 1 CPU (i686/x86_64) 

 2 GB RAM 

 20 GB Hard disk 

 Ethernet network interface 

 Java 8 

 

2.2 Enabler Installation 

The installation package contains two archived applications (one for the client HMI and one for the 

repository server). 

2.2.1 Client element 

Two possible installation procedures could be used to get the VNF certification enabler ready to use. 

2.2.1.1 The Debian installation 

The enabler is installed as a Debian package. For that, download the deb archive and install it (the deb 

package could be found at this URL: https://workspace.vtt.fi/sites/5g-

ensure/SitePages/5G%20ENSURE%20-%20Software%20Delivery%20information%20for%20R2.aspx).  The 

VNF Certification tool (in the rest of the document, the name “factory” will be used) is ready to use in the 

eclipse directory. 

2.2.1.2 The eclipse update 

In case of the certification body has already an eclipse environment installed, he/she could just install the 

VNF certification enabler by using the eclipse update facility provided by eclipse and using the VNF 

Certification update site. 

In eclipse HMI, the software installation view must be opened:  Help>Install new software. In this view, add 

a new local repository and point to the VNF certification update site (update site directory in the enabler 

delivery). 

https://workspace.vtt.fi/sites/5g-ensure/SitePages/5G%20ENSURE%20-%20Software%20Delivery%20information%20for%20R2.aspx
https://workspace.vtt.fi/sites/5g-ensure/SitePages/5G%20ENSURE%20-%20Software%20Delivery%20information%20for%20R2.aspx
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Then select the feature required and complete the installation workflow by accepting the license and by 

restarting the eclipse installation. 

At the end of the installation procedure, the eclipse.ini file must be modified. The line -product 

org.eclipse.platform.ide must be added in this file like this. 

-startup 

plugins/org.eclipse.equinox.launcher_1.3.0.v20140415-2008.jar 

--launcher.library 

plugins/org.eclipse.equinox.launcher.gtk.linux.x86_64_1.1.200.v20150204-1316 

-product 

org.eclipse.epp.package.standard.product 

--launcher.defaultAction 

openFile 

-showsplash 

org.eclipse.platform 

--launcher.XXMaxPermSize 

256m 

-product 

org.eclipse.platform.ide 

--launcher.defaultAction 

openFile 

--launcher.appendVmargs 

-vmargs 

-Dosgi.requiredJavaVersion=1.7 

-XX:MaxPermSize=256m 

-Xms40m 

-Xmx512m 

 The eclipse platform must be restarted at the end of the installation in order to activate all the options. 

2.2.2 Server element 

The server is a servlet which collects DTwCs. (This element was just tested with tomcat 7 and earlier. Other 

application servers supporting servlet and JDK8 could be used) 

First of all, install the dependencies: 
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$ sudo apt-get install tomcat7 

Then copy the war archive of the certification repository into the webapps directory of the tomcat 

installation (be careful about permissions, the war must have the tomcat owner and group). Then, 

configure the tomcat server to just provide secured communication (remove the http port and just allow 

the https).  

2.3 Enabler Configuration 

Some configurations are required for the different elements of the enabler. 

2.3.1 Client configuration 

The configuration of the client part of the VNF certification enabler is performed through the preference 

pages of eclipse. To access these preference pages, click on Windows>Preferences>Optet Main Preferences 

The following page appears: 

 

This main page presents some information regarding the 5G-Ensure project. Under this page, two pages are 

present: 

- The certificate preference page 

- The global preferences page 

2.3.1.1 The Certificate preference page 

The Certificate Preferences allows the certifier to specify some required data about the publication of the 

DTwC. 
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When the DTwC is generated, it’s stored locally and also pushed to certificate repository in charge of 
storing all the certificates generated by the different certification tool. For that, the URL of the repository 
storing the DTwCs must be specified into the preferences as show before. 

2.3.1.2 The global preferences page 

The different platforms and tools are based on different plugins combined together. Each plugin must have 
a signature to check the validity and consistency.  
To check this, the path of the jarsigner process (provided by the JDK) must be specified into the preferences 

pages. 

 

 

2.3.2 Repository configuration  

The certification repository could be configured by specifying the path of the system repository into the 

web.inf configuration file of the servlet (This file is present into the working directory of the webapp into 

the tomcat directory). 

2.4 Troubleshooting 

The VNF certification enabler is based on Eclipse which provides error managements and diagnostic 

element. The factory follows this philosophy providing: 

- Error Dialogs: The factory displays messages using message dialogues to display information to the 

user (errors or information) 

- Log information: the factory has a log file where problems are recorded. The log file can be found in 

a couple of places: 

o Workspace log - This is the most common location for the log file. It is stored in your 

workspace in the meta-data directory. Check the workspace/.metadata/.log file. 

o Configuration log - Sometimes information is recorded in the configuration log file instead 

of the workspace log (especially if the workspace hasn’t been created yet, there isn’t one, 

or it cannot be created). Check your configuration area for a configuration log file 

(configuration/<timestamp>.log). 
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Regarding the certification repository, the log file is the log file of Tomcat (for example, the catalina.out file 

in the /var/log/tomcat7 directory). 

 

3 User and Programmer Guide 

This section describes how to use the enabler and how to program the enabler. 

3.1 User Guide 

3.1.1 Overview 

The enabler can be used in a variety of use cases and by a variety of users, both when designing new 

network configurations enabled by 5G technologies and when making trust decisions during the use and 

operation of networks. 

This certification enabler has two main objectives: 

1. Help the certifier to collect evidence about the VNF and to subsequently produce a DTwC. 

2. Provide a centralized service where all the DTwCs produced will be stored. 

For more information, please read the Open Specification [7] 

3.1.2 The VNF Certification client 

3.1.2.1 Start of the application 

To access to the Certification tool, just start the eclipse framework 

 

3.1.2.2 Creation of the certification project 

To start a certification, the certifier must create a certification project using the Certification wizard 

provided by the environment. For that, File->New->Project 
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At this stage, the certifier must specify a project name for its certification project and click on next. Then a 

new page appears asking some inputs for the certification: 

 

The “TWProfile file” element is the configuration file provided by the VNF owner. This file contains the 

TWAttributes expected by the VNF owner associated with metrics and expectedValue. A full version of this 

file is the following (This file is an example. The different values are arbitrary): 

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" standalone="yes"?> 

<TWProfile> 

 <TWAttribute name="FunctionalSuitability" attributeID="TWA001"> 
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   <Metric name="SupportedStandard" metricID="EV0001" expectedValue="80"></Metric> 

  <Metric name="Monitorable" metricID="EV0002" expectedValue="80"></Metric> 

 </TWAttribute> 

 <TWAttribute  name="PerformanceEfficiency" attributeID="TWA002"> 

  <Metric  name="ProvisionningLatency" metricID="EV0003" expectedValue="80"></Metric> 

  <Metric  name="Speed" metricID="EV0004" expectedValue="80"></Metric> 

  <Metric  name="Elasticity" metricID="EV0005" expectedValue="80"></Metric> 

  <Metric  name="HighAvailability" metricID="EV0006" expectedValue="80"></Metric> 

 </TWAttribute> 

 <TWAttribute  name="Compatibility" attributeID="TWA003"> 

  <Metric  name="SupportedStandard" metricID="EV0007" expectedValue="80"></Metric> 

  <Metric  name="HardwareIndependance" metricID="EV0008" expectedValue="80"></Metric> 

  <Metric  name="VirtualisationAndContainerAwareness" metricID="EV0009" expectedValue="80"></Metric> 

 </TWAttribute> 

 <TWAttribute  name="Usability" attributeID="TWA004"> 

  <Metric  name="PolicyManagment" metricID="EV0010" expectedValue="80"></Metric> 

  <Metric  name="ApplicationManagement" metricID="EV0011" expectedValue="80"></Metric> 

 </TWAttribute> 

 <TWAttribute  name="Reliability" attributeID="TWA005"> 

  <Metric  name="Reliability" metricID="EV0012" expectedValue="80"></Metric> 

 </TWAttribute> 

 <TWAttribute  name="Security" attributeID="TWA006"> 

  <Metric  name="AppropriateUseOfEncryptionTechniques" metricID="EV0013" expectedValue="80"></Metric> 

  <Metric  name="Integrity" metricID="EV0014" expectedValue="80"></Metric> 

  <Metric  name="SecureBootAndSecureCrash" metricID="EV0015" expectedValue="80"></Metric> 

  <Metric  name="SoftwareHardened" metricID="EV0016" expectedValue="80"></Metric> 

  <Metric  name="SecuredManagment" metricID="EV0017" expectedValue="80"></Metric> 

  <Metric  name="SecureCommunication" metricID="EV0018" expectedValue="80"></Metric> 

  <Metric  name="DataProtectionAndPrivacy" metricID="EV0019" expectedValue="80"></Metric> 

 </TWAttribute> 

 <TWAttribute  name="Maintainability" attributeID="TWA007"> 

  <Metric  name="InternalStructure" metricID="EV0020" expectedValue="80"></Metric> 

  <Metric  name="PatchManagment" metricID="EV0021" expectedValue="80"></Metric> 

  <Metric  name="IntegrityManagment" metricID="EV0022" expectedValue="80"></Metric> 

  <Metric  name="Monitorable" metricID="EV0023" expectedValue="80"></Metric> 

 </TWAttribute> 

 <TWAttribute  name="Portability" attributeID="TWA008"> 

  <Metric  name="MigtrationOperations" metricID="EV0024" expectedValue="80"></Metric> 

  <Metric  name="HardwareIndependence" metricID="EV0025" expectedValue="80"></Metric> 

  <Metric  name="LocationAwareness" metricID="EV0026" expectedValue="80"></Metric> 

  <Metric  name="VirtualisationAndContainerAwareness" metricID="EV0027" expectedValue="80"></Metric> 

  <Metric  name="VNFState" metricID="EV0028" expectedValue="80"></Metric> 

 </TWAttribute> 

</TWProfile> 

The second file is the TOSCA [8] file describing the VNF and based on the TOSCA Simple Profile in YAML 

[9]normalized by OASIS. This file will be used to extract evidences during the evaluation of the VNF an 

example of a Tosca file is present in annex Tosca file example. It’s possible to provide a CSAR file containing 

a TOSCA file based on the Tosca standard.  

When the two files are selected, the “finish” button cloud be clicked to finish the project creation. 

For some tests, an SSH access to the VNF is required. If not SSH is available, put nothing but in this case, all 

the tests which required SSH can’t be run. In the other case, specify: 

- The name of the host where the VNF is running 
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- The port of the SSH service into the VNF 

- The account (user and password) to access it 

3.1.2.3 Start the certification process 

When the certifier is ready to certify the VNF, he/she must select the project required and, using the 

contextual menu, click on CertificationProcess->Certification 

 

At this stage, a specific view appears.   

 

For each step, a dedicated view will help the certifier to enter the required data. All the data is required for 

the successful completion of the DTwC generation. 

The first step is the software description. 

This view helps the certifier to describe the certification environment applied to perform the certification. 

The description takes into account the different component linked together and the different interactions 

with the specified stakeholders. In the next release, this part could be defined automatically using the 

output of the Trust Metric Enabler: 
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In this view, from the root element, we can create a subcomponent and associate either other 

components, an attribute or a stakeholder. 

- The Component: a component could be associated with another component, some attribute and 

some stakeholder. 

- The attributes: the certifier may select their type as InputParameter or OutputParameter and 

choose if this attribute is selected for the evaluation; 

- The Stakeholder: the certifier may select the type as End-user, System or Service. All the defined 

stakeholders are displayed in the stakeholders list for reuse if needed. 

 

The second step of this workflow is the definition of the possible threats applicable to the certified VNF. 

Just select the component and then select the associated threats.  
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The third step is the definition of the TWattributes. In this step, the certifier associates the asset with a list 

of TWAttributes. This list could be different from the TWAtrribute list specified into the TWProfile of the 

VNF. It’s the certifier responsibility to add the right TWAttributes. Associated with a TWAttribute, a control 

must be specified (for the moment, the control is not implemented. In the next release, the controls 

computed by the Trust Metric Editor could be used as input) 

 

On the right side, all the TW property specification created by the certifier appears. These TWproperties 

can be deleted if there are not relevant for the certification. 
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A list of the different TWAttributes and associated evidence are present into the annex A 

The forth step is the evidence computation. At this stage, the certifier analyses the VNF information in 
order to find evidences to fill the data related to the trustworthiness attributes defined for the system in 
the evaluation report. The certifier has two possibilities: 

 Manual evaluation: In this case, the certifier must enter manually all the metric values required by 
the certification process. When the certifier selects manual evaluation, the following view appears: 

 

For each TWAttribute and the associated metrics, the user sets a value and the method used to find 
this value. The possible methods are: 

 Compute: if the certifier uses an external tool to evaluate the metric as a Tosca parser to 
extract information regarding the deployment of the VNF; 

 Inspection: if the certifier explores all the files manually in order to evaluate the metric; 
 Native: if the VNF used natively some good properties (for instance, usage of an OS already 

hardened, etc…). 

The certifier must set all the values required. 

In this view, the expected value for the metric is displayed indicating the required value. A specific 
icon helps to show rapidly if the computed value is under/over the expected value. 

 Automatic evaluation: In this case, the certifier run automatically the static and runtime analysis in 
order to extract evidences. The computation of all the evidences found will use to fulfill the 
required TWAttributes metrics.  

In this case, the same view appears but with some not modifiable values. The values are coming 
from the automatic evaluation made when the certifier clicks on this “Automatic” button. 
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When the values are coming from the automatic evaluation, the certifier can’t modify them. But, if 
the automatic evaluation can’t fulfill some attribute due to missing information, the certifier could 
enter the value manually. 

The automatic computation is dependent of the analysis tools known by the certification tool and 
the VNF element provided for the automatic computation. If an automatic computation can’t be 
performed on the element, some values could be empty and the certifier could, in this case, realize 
inspection to complete the analysis. 

The last step is the publication of the certificate. During this step, the certifier must specify, using the view: 

- the certified VNF element.  

- His certificate used to sign the DTwC (PKCS12 format) 

- The password of his certificate 

This is used to link the VNF and the certificate by computing the hash of the VNF and insert it into the 

certificate. 

 

The DTWC is generated using the data collected during the certification workflow; the hash of the product 
is inserted into the certificate and signed with the certifier’s certificate. Then, the DTWC and the certifier 
certificate are transferred to the certificate repository where all the certificate files are hosted. 

3.1.3 The VNF Certification repository 

This element provides an API to upload the generated DTwC and to download a specific DTwC or a specific 

certificate used to sign a DTwC. The APIs are: 

- Push DTwC 

This method is used to push the DTwC into the repository. 

Method: POST 

Path: /uploadDTwCs 

Headers:  

o Content-Type:multipart/form-data 

o Accept: text/html,application/xhtml+xml,application/xml 

 

- Get a DTwC 

To search for a specific DTwC, a query using the hash of the VNF 
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The research by hash 

Method: GET 

Path : /downloadDTwCByHash/{hash}") 

The complete path of the service is dependent of the installation. By default, it’s 

https://hostname:XXXX/CertificationRepository/rest/files/downloadDTwCByHash/YYYYYY with  

 Hostname = the name of the host where the repository is deployed 

 XXXX = the open port of tomcat 

 YYYY = the hash of the VNF researched 

 

- Get a Certificate used to sign the DTwC 

To search the certificate used to sign the DTwC, , a query using the hash of the VNF must be used 

The research by hash 

Method: GET 

Path: / downloadCertificateByHash/{hash}") 

 

3.2 Programmer Guide 

This section is not applicable because the enabler is not programmable. 

4  Unit Tests 

This section describes unit tests that validate the different functionalities of the enabler.  

4.1 Information about Unit Tests 

Tests are manual tests with visual inspections. To perform the tests, some input files are provided with the 

enabler. 

4.2 Unit Test 1 

This test is relevant for the certification HMI. 

The goal of this test is to check the good creation of the certification project using the certification wizard 

provided by the eclipse VNF certification plug-in. For that, we must follow the user guide and create a new 

certification project.  

- If we select a valid TWProfile file (TWProfile.xml) and a valid Tosca file (tosca.yaml) (The files are 

provided in test repository of the deliverable), the project is created and the previous files are 

copied into the Certification directory of the project. 

- If we select wrong files (use the toscaBad.yaml for instance), the certification wizard failed and the 

project is not created. 

 

This test could be performed using a csar archive (the csartest.zip file) instead of the tosca.yaml file. 
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4.3 Unit Test 2 

This test is relevant for the certification HMI. 

The goal of this test is to check the correct generation of the DTwC. For that, using the project previously 

created, start the certification by selecting the project and, into the contextual menu, select the 

certification action. 

4.3.1 The software description 

 Add a new component MyComp which is a root component. This component is an asset  

The result must be the following: 

 

 

At the end of this phase, validate the input. The view must be closed. 

4.3.2 The Trustworthiness Problem definition 

Select the Asset “MyComp” and check the elements “External_disasters” and “Malicious_stakeholder”. 
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This list of threats is one of the results of the D2.2 Trust Model [10] document  

At the end of this phase, validate the input. 

4.3.3 The Trustworthiness Property Specification 

In this step, we must assign the required TWAttributes to the selected asset. So, for each TWAttribute:  

- Set an ID for the TWProperty  

- Select the asset MyComp  

- Select the TWAttribute required  

- Set an ID for the control (not used but needed)  

- Set the Type Control (not used but needed)  

- Click on the add button  

This previous list of action must be performed for the following required TWAttributes:  

- Reliability 

- Maintenability 

- Security 

The result is the following: 
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At the end of this phase, validate the input using the validate button. 

4.3.4 The Evidences  

Select the automatic button. The following view must appear: 

 

4.3.5 The DTWC 

This phase is the generation of the DTwC. 

The following view appears: 
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This phase is the generation of the DTwC. Enter the cstartest.zip path into the view, enter the path of a 

certificate (pem format) and the password associated. 

In the certification repository, a directory based on the date and time of the certification is created. Into 

this directory, the certification file must be present.  

Into this file: 

- check if  the system description is present 

  <!-- SystemDescription --> 

 

    <owl:NamedIndividual rdf:about="SystemDescription"> 

        <rdf:type rdf:resource="http://www.optet.eu/ns/DigitalTrustworthinessCertificate#SystemDescription"/> 

        <hasAsset rdf:resource="MyComp"/> 

        <hasPart rdf:resource="MyComp"/> 

    </owl:NamedIndividual> 

 

     

    <!-- MyComp --> 

 

    <owl:NamedIndividual rdf:about="MyComp"> 

        <rdf:type rdf:resource="http://www.optet.eu/ns/DigitalTrustworthinessCertificate#Component"/> 

        <ID rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string">MyComp</ID> 

        <type rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string">Root</type> 

        <inTargetOfEvaluation 

rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#boolean">true</inTargetOfEvaluation> 

        <hasPart rdf:resource="MyCompComponentName"/> 

    </owl:NamedIndividual> 

 

 

- Check if the Trustworthiness Problem definition is present 

    <!-- MyComp-External_disasters --> 

 

    <owl:NamedIndividual rdf:about="MyComp-External_disasters"> 

        <rdf:type rdf:resource="http://www.optet.eu/ns/DigitalTrustworthinessCertificate#TWProblemDefinition"/> 

        <ID rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string">MyComp-External_disasters</ID> 

        <hasThreat rdf:resource="External_disasters"/> 

        <affectsAsset rdf:resource="MyComp"/> 

    </owl:NamedIndividual> 
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    <!-- MyComp-Malicious_stakeholder --> 

 

    <owl:NamedIndividual rdf:about="MyComp-Malicious_stakeholder"> 

        <rdf:type rdf:resource="http://www.optet.eu/ns/DigitalTrustworthinessCertificate#TWProblemDefinition"/> 

        <ID rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string">MyComp-Malicious_stakeholder</ID> 

        <hasThreat rdf:resource="Malicious_stakeholder"/> 

        <affectsAsset rdf:resource="MyComp"/> 

    </owl:NamedIndividual> 

 

- Check if the Trustworthiness Problem Specification is present 

        <!-- Maintainability --> 

 

    <owl:NamedIndividual rdf:about="Maintainability"> 

        <rdf:type rdf:resource="http://www.optet.eu/ns/DigitalTrustworthinessCertificate#TWAttribute"/> 

        <ID rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string">Maintainability</ID> 

    </owl:NamedIndividual> 

     

        <!-- Reliability --> 

 

    <owl:NamedIndividual rdf:about="Reliability"> 

        <rdf:type rdf:resource="http://www.optet.eu/ns/DigitalTrustworthinessCertificate#TWAttribute"/> 

        <ID rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string">Reliability</ID> 

    </owl:NamedIndividual> 

     

        <!-- Security --> 

 

    <owl:NamedIndividual rdf:about="Security"> 

        <rdf:type rdf:resource="http://www.optet.eu/ns/DigitalTrustworthinessCertificate#TWAttribute"/> 

        <ID rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string">Security</ID> 

    </owl:NamedIndividual> 

 

- Check if the Evidences are present. In the context of the Evidences, check the values tagged as inspection and the 

values added manually during the certification process 

        <!-- EV0023-id3 --> 

 

    <owl:NamedIndividual rdf:about="EV0023-id3"> 

        <rdf:type rdf:resource="http://www.optet.eu/ns/DigitalTrustworthinessCertificate#Metric"/> 

        <hasUnit rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"/> 

        <hasValue rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string">1.0</hasValue> 

        <type rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string">Compute</type> 

        <ID rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string">EV0023</ID> 

    </owl:NamedIndividual> 

 

- Check if the hash is present 

        <owl:NamedIndividual rdf:about="video"> 

        <rdf:type rdf:resource="http://www.optet.eu/ns/DigitalTrustworthinessCertificate#DTWC"/> 

        <hasHash 

rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string">fda6f69c27f6c92208f240fb93ff39cbdf93b</hasHash> 

        <hasEvidence rdf:resource="MaintainabilityEv"/> 

        <hasTWProblemDefinition rdf:resource="MyComp-External_disasters"/> 

        <hasTWProblemDefinition rdf:resource="MyComp-Malicious_stakeholder"/> 
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        <hasEvidence rdf:resource="ReliabilityEv"/> 

        <hasEvidence rdf:resource="SecurityEv"/> 

        <hasPart rdf:resource="SystemDescription"/> 

        <hasTWPropertySpecification rdf:resource="id1-c1"/> 

        <hasTWPropertySpecification rdf:resource="id2-c1"/> 

        <hasTWPropertySpecification rdf:resource="id3-c1"/> 

    </owl:NamedIndividual> 

 

- Check if the file is signed 

    <Signature xmlns="http://www.w3.org/2000/09/xmldsig#"><SignedInfo><CanonicalizationMethod 

Algorithm="http://www.w3.org/TR/2001/REC-xml-c14n-20010315#WithComments"/><SignatureMethod 

Algorithm="http://www.w3.org/2000/09/xmldsig#rsa-sha1"/><Reference URI=""><Transforms><Transform 

Algorithm="http://www.w3.org/2000/09/xmldsig#enveloped-signature"/></Transforms><DigestMethod 

Algorithm="http://www.w3.org/2001/04/xmlenc#sha256"/><DigestValue>UVajXUnbQbuICxMjEudYCtXlUWCPTYJvoH2V

aJZYBto=</DigestValue></Reference></SignedInfo><SignatureValue>Wy2g1akQSjdDapArORqV5eZSKzCGV5dw96twLNV3

WmJpOWtHL4Cu2MRHIy4mG7ibUwzvgtsn27Py 

Y53wG+Mx9uFaEgSp6X/PNPMrGoLL+tuWxCn+T5iFkVVXW8qQz3p8Ws2cwJdg1DeuTEUTbgc6C/pT 

a6RsEpv7J1XCat+e3r4YyAlx2WYlUGYLgMl8ORJ8XXuqo7+e1Hy8pSLauknX4M1UgAFhXDxBXEkc 

gHWg45jiqoJqJl8cEmYzMFItVAAag0qyu7/WqLLoOvvCJtX/nyRtVa4mD9YMF25VC4I8l+EiyOfn 

671Wre24URK6mkGQXH6QzgV6VfSxNtvdQ4bPLw==</SignatureValue><KeyInfo><KeyValue><RSAKeyValue><Modulus>lJg

muFl0ofNP94RzOKKhjUG4monext81Bkuu2lizKkwKReUKPFAl5SFGaWyhJEwbiFB+S4OrUysc 

GnmMR+VD5oBzh/jSpj9nCFaRb72QW0N/AJqr9je/LvpDyc5FzYAfl4OIGeCexHv6exoQgUXevSjq 

1GKp+Lr1Ec4zPAJhAESj1BhcBCgCGomcFDnKpHUvjwWc/PIoEy8S7s16N2gYr6LMJaYSxLjUu66W 

p72M9MTQtNF/TYfMIYbt7UI1+B637IMAhKxy5XR4Pp0rmFtZZY2A74RVx3jCTIdyh6/FskYqXLZM 

dSSUp+3E2xb6On71OXLParFVdnFOgTeCwn1ncQ==</Modulus><Exponent>AQAB</Exponent></RSAKeyValue></KeyValue

></KeyInfo></Signature> 

 

If all the verifications are Ok, the test is succeeding. 

4.4 Unit Test 3 

This test is relevant for the certification repository. The files used are present into the test directory of the 

delivery. 

1. Push a valid DTwC into the repository.  

Take the DTWC.xml file and push it into the repository using the POST request.  

curl --trace-ascii test  -H  -i -k -X POST -H "Content-type:multipart/form-data" -F "file=@DTWC.xml" -F 

"certificate=@certificate.pem" https://localhost:8444/CertificationRepository/rest/files/uploadDTwCs 

The result is a valid response (Return code: 200)  

2. Push an invalid DTwC into the repository 

Take the EmptyDTWC.xml file and push it into the repository using a POST request 

curl --trace-ascii test  -H  -i -k -X POST -H "Content-type:multipart/form-data" -F "file=@EmptyDTWC.xml" -F 

"certificate=@certificate.pem" https://localhost:8444/CertificationRepository/rest/files/uploadDTwCs 

The result is an invalid response (Return code: 400 Bad Request) 

3. Retrieve a DTwC using a valid hash  

Using a browser, enter the following URL (Adapt the path following the tomcat configuration) 

https://localhost:8444/CertificationRepository/rest/files/downloadDTwCByHash/ 6efe56f64f478f7cb3c734bc533e5628ec7c1b 
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The browser must offer the possibility to download the DTwC. 

The same could be realized using the command:  

wget --no-check-certificate 

https://localhost:8444/CertificationRepository/rest/files/downloadDTwCByHash/6efe56f64f478f7cb3c734bc533e5628ec7c1b  

The result must be a 200 and the DTwC must be downloaded. 

4. Retrieve a DTwC using an invalid hash (Adapt the path following the tomcat configuration) 

Perform the following command:  

wget --no-check-certificate 

https://localhost:8444/CertificationRepository/rest/files/downloadDTwCByHash/985ae4b2e9682c685a7452f1696cb11d1c214XXXX

XX 

The result is an invalid response (Return code: 400 Bad Request) 

5. Retrieve the certificate associate to the DTwC 

To retrieve the certificate used to sign the DTwC, launch the following command 

wget --no-check-certificate 

https://localhost:8444/CertificationRepository/rest/files/downloadCertificateByHash/6efe56f64f478f7cb3c734bc533e5628ec7c1b 

The result must be a 200 and the certificate must be downloaded 

 

6. Retrieve a certificate using an invalid hash (Adapt the path following the tomcat configuration) 

Perform the following command:  

wget --no-check-certificate https://localhost:8444/CertificationRepository/rest/files/ downloadCertificateByHash 

/985ae4b2e9682c685a7452f1696cb11d1c214XXXXXX 

The result is an invalid response (Return code: 400 Bad Request) 
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6 Abbreviations 

5G-PPP 5G Infrastructure Public Private Partnership 

DTwC Digital Trustworthiness Certificate 

TWAttribute Trustworthiness Attribute 

VNF Virtualized network function 

VMNO Virtual Mobile Network Operator 

OAM Operations, administration and maintenance 
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VNFC Virtualized network functions Component 

VDU  Virtual Deployment Unit 

NF Network function 

COTS Commercial off-the-shelf 

OS Operating system 

Certification 
Body 

legal entity or a defined part of a legal entity that certify element based on test and 
documentation 
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A Tosca file example 

This following file represents a VNF description based on the Tosca representation. This VNF file represents 

a virtual function composed by two unitary functions. Each unitary function is composed by three 

components. The different components are linked together using Virtual links (Two in this example)  

tosca_definitions_version: tosca_simple_profile_for_nfv_1_0_0 

 

  node_templates: 

    VDU1: 

      type: tosca.nodes.nfv.VDU.Tacker 

       

      capabilities: 

        high_availability: tosca.capabilities.nfv.HA 

        monitoring_parameter: tosca.capabilities.nfv.Metric 

      

      properties: 

        image: cirros-0.3.4-x86_64-uec 

        flavor: m1.tiny 

        availability_zone: nova 

        mgmt_driver: noop 

        config: | 

          param0: key1 

          param1: key2 

    CP11: 

      type: tosca.nodes.nfv.CP.Tacker 

      properties: 

        management: true 

        anti_spoofing_protection: false 

      requirements: 

        - virtualLink: 

            node: VL1 

        - virtualBinding: 

            node: VDU1 

 

    CP12: 

      type: tosca.nodes.nfv.CP.Tacker 

      properties: 

        anti_spoofing_protection: false 

      requirements: 

        - virtualLink: 

            node: VL2 

        - virtualBinding: 

            node: VDU1 
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    CP13: 

      type: tosca.nodes.nfv.CP.Tacker 

      properties: 

        anti_spoofing_protection: false 

      requirements: 

        - virtualLink: 

            node: VL3 

        - virtualBinding: 

            node: VDU1 

 

    VDU2: 

      type: tosca.nodes.nfv.VDU.Tacker 

      capabilities: 

        high_availability: 

          type : tosca.capabilities.nfv.HA 

        monitoring_parameter: 

          type: tosca.capabilities.nfv.Metric 

       

      properties: 

        image: cirros-0.3.4-x86_64-uec 

        flavor: m1.tiny 

        availability_zone: nova 

        mgmt_driver: noop 

        config: | 

          param0: key1 

          param1: key2 

  

  

    CP21: 

      type: tosca.nodes.nfv.CP.Tacker 

      properties: 

        management: true 

        anti_spoofing_protection: false 

      requirements: 

        - virtualLink: 

            node: VL1 

        - virtualBinding: 

            node: VDU2 

 

    CP22: 

      type: tosca.nodes.nfv.CP.Tacker 

      properties: 

        anti_spoofing_protection: false 

      requirements: 

        - virtualLink: 
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            node: VL2 

        - virtualBinding: 

            node: VDU2 

 

    CP23: 

      type: tosca.nodes.nfv.CP.Tacker 

      properties: 

        anti_spoofing_protection: false 

      requirements: 

        - virtualLink: 

            node: VL3 

        - virtualBinding: 

            node: VDU2 

 

    VL1: 

      type: tosca.nodes.nfv.VL 

      properties: 

        network_name: net_mgmt 

        vendor: Tacker 

 

    VL2: 

      type: tosca.nodes.nfv.VL 

      properties: 

        network_name: net0 

        vendor: Tacker 

 

    VL3: 

      type: tosca.nodes.nfv.VL 

      properties: 

        network_name: net1 

        vendor: Tacker 

B TWAttributes and Evidences for VNF 

This list is the consolidation of the works performed by the 3GPPP consortium [11]and the ETSI [12]I around 

the principal VNF characteristics. The different evidences are classified into families’ based on the ISO 

27001 classification [13] . 

Functional Suitability (Functional Completeness, Functional Correctness, Functional Appropriateness) 

supported standard The VNF could support some standards 

Monitorable The VNF could provide monitoring capabilities (memory-consumption, CPU, 
bandwidth, etc…) 

 

Performance efficiency (Time-behavior, Resource utilization, Capacity) 
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provisioning latency This metric measures the time taken to on-board a VNF, provision it and 
create a VNF. This impacts service latency, and in the quality of service 
experienced by end users. 

Speed The time between the start of the VNF and is availability. 

Elasticity This property describes the ability of a VNF to define and perform elastic 
operations as well as the type of scaling it can use (up/down, out/in). Every 
VNF will belong to exactly one of these categories. 

- No elasticity: The VNF requires a fixed set of resources that cannot be 
changed. 

- Elasticity by scaling up/down only: The NFV framework can increase or 
decrease the size, performance or bandwidth of the virtual resources. 

- Elasticity by scaling out/in only:  The VNF is able to perform scaling 
operations by separately adding/removing instances of specified VNFCs. 

- Elasticity in either dimension: The VNF has VNFCs that may be scaled 
out/in, up/down or both. 

High availability Defines redundancy model to ensure high availability examples include: 

• ActiveActive: Implies that two instance of the same VDU will co-exists with 
continuous data synchronization. 

• ActivePassive: Implies that two instance of the same VDU will co-exists 
without any data synchronization.  

• Nothing 

 

Compatibility (Co-existence, interoperability) 

supported standard The VNF could support some standard 

Hardware Independence Some NFs might not fully realize hardware independence for various reasons 
(implementation history, performance/latency aspects, special 
requirements). Therefore this clause categorizes the NFs in the way they can 
realize hardware independence 

- COTS-Ready: The NF fully realizes independence from the physical 
infrastructure, allowing the network function to be run on any appropriate 
physical infrastructure. 

- Partly COTS-Ready: The NF in some of its VNFCs fully realizes independence 
from the physical infrastructure, while some VNFCs can run only on a 
specified type of hardware 

- Hardware dependent: The NF requires a specified type of hardware for all 
its components 

Virtualization and 
Container Awareness 

Some NFs might not be able to run in any virtualized environment for various 
reasons (implementation history, performance/latency aspects, special 
requirements). Some NFs that are able to run in a virtualized environment in 
the form of a VNF are designed for OS containers, while other are designed 
for hypervisor virtualization. These categories describe the NF's software 
relation to the various container and virtualization technologies. In most 
cases a NF will belong to exactly one category, but some categories can also 
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be combined. 

• Hypervisor agnostic: The network function is able to run in a virtual 
machine/hypervisor environment. Its software has no dependency to the 
virtual machine/hypervisor environment, so it can run unchanged on 
different hypervisors or also on native hardware (typically COTS hardware). 

• Hypervisor dependent: The network function is able to run in a virtual 
machine or some other abstraction mechanism between the logical 
environment seen by the network function and the actual physical 
infrastructure. But the VNF implementation is dependent on the virtual 
machine/hypervisor environment it is running in. 

• Operating System Containers: The NF software is designed for use with OS 
container technology for its deployment. Note that there is always some 
dependency between application and OS in this technology. 

• Higher layer container technologies:  The NF software is able to run on 
some higher layer container technology such as Java virtual machines. 

• Not virtualized and no container technology:  The network function cannot 
run in a virtual machine/hypervisor environment and does not use other 
container technologies. Therefore it could be seen outside the scope of NFV. 
I 

• Partly virtualized: Some components of the NF can be virtualized, some 
may be virtualization aware, some not virtualized. 

 

usability (Appropriateness recognisability, learnability, operability, user error protection, user interface 
aesthetics, accessibility) 

Policy Management 

 - Fully policy based 
VNF 

 - Not policy based VNF 

This property describes the ability of a VNF to support dynamic rule-based 
provisioning and management needed for automated operational tasks (e.g. 
scale-in, scale-out, or migration based on threshold crossing). There are 
some or more policies for each automatic operation task of VNF. Every VNF 
will belong to exactly one of the categories below. 

- Fully policy based VNF: NFV orchestration and management provides full 
set of provisioning and management policies for this VNF. 

- Not policy based VNF: NFV orchestration and management will not provide 
any provisioning and management VNF policies for this VNF. VNF will provide 
policy management by itself. 

Application Management 

 - No management 

 - Standardized 
management interface 

 - Proprietary management 
interface 

 - Multiple service 
providers' management 
interfaces 

This property describes what type of application management needs to be 
used for the VNF. A VNF can belong to the first category indicated below or 
allow a combination of the other categories. 

- No management: The VNF does not require management operations during 
its lifetime. All configuration shall be done during installation. 

- Standardized management interface: The VNF provides a standard 
management interface to be used by a separate Element Management (EM). 

- Proprietary management interface: The VNF provides a non-standard OAM 
interface to be used by a separate Element Management by the same VNF 
Provider. 
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- Multiple service providers' management interfaces. 

 

Reliability (Maturity, availability, Fault tolerance, recoverability) 

Reliability VNF Fault Management is somehow related to reliability in the sense that 
reliability mechanisms are dependent on fault detection and fault reporting 
mechanisms 

 

Security (Confidentiality, integrity, non-repudiation, accountability, authenticity) 

Appropriate use of 
encryption techniques 

The VNF could ensure that he use : 

- the right trusted algorithms 

- the right key length 

- correctly the certificates 

Integrity The intent behind this principle is that VNFs are signed and that the static 
component of the VNF can be verified during boot, run-time, suspension and 
transfer. Additionally, data used by the VNFs is properly structured and 
hence its integrity can be checked 

Secure boot and secure 
crash 

Boot only in the right image avoid information leakage by VM crashing 

Software hardened Check that the VNF is already hardened at software level using for example: 

- Best practice development for the VNF 

- Operation System hardening (access file, permission, etc…) 

- Hardening of the communication elements 

Secured management 
(Authentication, 
authorization) 

Support a secure management of VNF sets by other third-party entities 

Secure communication 
(TLS,etc…) 

Ensure that end-user data that is transiting a network element or 
communication link is not diverted or intercepted as it flows between the 
endpoints (without an authorized access). 

Data protection & privacy Ensure that the VNF uses mechanisms to protect data like: 

- usage of secure storage 

- The operator of NFV must guarantee that no third party can access the 
user's VNFs or any information of the VNFs without the user's permission 
(access control) 

 

Maintainability (reusability, analysability, Modifiability, testability) 

Internal Structure The internal structure of the VNF could be more or less complex depending 
of the number of VDU used and interconnections. 

Patch management The VNF could provide mechanism to manage the security patch all along his 
life. 
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Integrity management  

Monitorable The VNF could provide monitoring capabilities (memory-consumption, CPU, 
bandwidth, etc…) 

 

Portability (adaptability, instability, replaceability) 

Migration operations This property describes the ability of a VNF to perform migration operations 
of its resources. A VNF can belong to the first category or allow any of the 
other attributes in combination. 

- No live migration supported: The VNF does not support that its resources 
are migrated during their time of assignment. 

- Live migration supported: The VNF allows its resources to be migrated to a 
different NFVI resources using hypervisor technology. Typically this includes 
specifying live migration policies, e.g. performance parameters. 

- Migration partially supported: Some VNFC support migration while others 
do not. 

- Other migration mechanisms: The VNF allows other mechanisms (e.g. 
shutdown and restart on different hardware) to change the resource 
assignments dynamically. These mechanisms might make use of the VNF's 
internal redundancy schemes 

Hardware Independence Some NFs might not fully realize hardware independence for various reasons 
(implementation history, performance/latency aspects, special 
requirements). Therefore this clause categorizes the NFs in the way they can 
realize hardware independence 

- COTS-Ready: The NF fully realizes independence from the physical 
infrastructure, allowing the network function to be run on any appropriate 
physical infrastructure. 

- Partly COTS-Ready: The NF in some of its VNFCs fully realizes independence 
from the physical infrastructure, while some VNFCs can run only on a 
specified type of hardware 

- Hardware dependent: The NF requires a specified type of hardware for all 
its components (it is still a PNF, so not fully in scope of NFV). 

Location Awareness This property describes dependencies of the VNF or some of its components 
on a position in the topology or geography 

Virtualization and 
Container Awareness 

Some NFs might not be able to run in any virtualized environment for various 
reasons (implementation history, performance/latency aspects, special 
requirements). Some NFs that are able to run in a virtualized environment in 
the form of a VNF are designed for OS containers, while other are designed 
for hypervisor virtualization. These categories describe the NF's software 
relation to the various container and virtualization technologies. In most 
cases a NF will belong to exactly one category, but some categories can also 
be combined. 

• Hypervisor agnostic: The network function is able to run in a virtual 
machine/hypervisor environment. Its software has no dependency to the 
virtual machine/hypervisor environment, so it can run unchanged on 
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different hypervisors or also on native hardware (typically COTS hardware). 

• Hypervisor dependent: The network function is able to run in a virtual 
machine or some other abstraction mechanism between the logical 
environment seen by the network function and the actual physical 
infrastructure. But the VNF implementation is dependent on the virtual 
machine/hypervisor environment it is running in. 

• Operating System Containers: The NF software is designed for use with OS 
container technology for its deployment. Note that there is always some 
dependency between application and OS in this technology. 

• Higher layer container technologies:  The NF software is able to run on 
some higher layer container technology such as Java virtual machines. 

• Not virtualized and no container technology:  The network function cannot 
run in a virtual machine/hypervisor environment and does not use other 
container technologies. Therefore it could be seen outside the scope of NFV. 

• Partly virtualized: Some components of the NF can be virtualized, some 
may be virtualization aware, some not virtualized. 

VNF State This property describes whether the VNF needs to keep state information. 
Every VNF will belong to exactly one of these categories. 

- Statefull operation: The definition of the VNF's task or interfaces requires 
that the VNF needs to keep state information. 

- Stateless operation: The VNF does not require keeping state information. 

 

 


